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ARZU
R IVA RA ZDA N

It becam e th e summ er
that Arzu gain ed an d lost
ever y thin g that girlh ood
ha d set h er up for.
Set against the backdrop of the economic
liberalization of India in 1991, Arzu, daughter to a
self-made newspaper mogul, wants nothing more
than to be married to her boyfriend of four years
and heir to Minty Toothpaste empire, Aditya Prabhu.
However, her fairytale comes to nothing and she
leaves for finishing school in New York along with
her snobby yet loving aunt, Parul Bua, who wants
nothing more than to marry her off to a billionaire
heir. Arzu, revelling in the heady independence that
New York offers, finds herself poised on the brink of
an idea that could change the nature of an entire
industry back home.
Now, she must prove her worth to investors so as
to silence her critics. The question remains, can
someone who has always played second fiddle to
the men in her life discover how to become the
heroine of her own story? A story that pulls fun
at the power glut in India, this a lively
coming-of-age tale.

GENERAL & LITERARY FICTION
January 2021
B/Paperback
288 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:

6 / F I CT I ON

9789389253498
9789389253504
Indian Subcontinent

Riva Razdan is a graduate of New
York University Abu Dhabi. She
currently works in Mumbai as a
Creative Production Consultant and
Junior screenwriter at Anil Kapoor
Films. She is also working on a
feminist romantic comedy web series
in collaboration with Media Magic
Productions, titled The GIG : Good
Indian Girls.

THE EMINENTLY FORGETTABLE LIFE OF
MRS PANKAJAM
M E E RA RA JAGOPA L AN

Fated to do an d to die,
only to rem ember,
th en forget – why tr y ?
Mrs S. Pankajam has always lived two lives: one of
ordinary fulfilment in her experiences as a wife to
her husband and a mother to her two daughters,
and the other a life of desires and observations that
only her mind is privy to.

Meera Rajagopalan is a writer based
in Chennai. She sunlights as a
communications consultant for the
development sector. Her fiction tends
to veer around issues of identity and
has appeared in several anthologies,
including The Helter Skelter Anthology
of New Writing Vol. 6, and was the
winning entry in Amaryllis's Have a
Safe Journey anthology.

When Mrs Pankajam starts losing her memory, her
doctor recommends she keep a diary to maintain
a semblance of continuity in life events. At first,
Mrs Pankajam is reluctant. What is so spectacular
about her life that warrants its story being
recorded, she wonders. But as she sets pen to
paper, meticulously documenting her daughters'
unexpected eccentricities, the chance discovery of
her husband's hidden side and guilty admission
to indulgent illnesses, she finds her childhood
persistently wrestling into the present as a marked
reminder of a past she cannot run away from.
Now, Mrs Pankajam must discover herself anew,
confronting her long-held beliefs about the world,
ask herself questions she thought she had left far
behind and make amends while still possible.

GENERAL & LITERARY FICTION
April 2021
B/Paperback
200 pages
ISBN:

9789389253894

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253900

Rights available:

World
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THE GOLLANCZ BOOK OF SOUTH ASIAN
SCIENCE FICTION, VOL. 2
E D IT E D BY TA RUN K. SAINT

From sinister plans of xenocide to speciesists who
have taken it upon themselves to Off-World those
unlike them; from simulations that memorialize
stories obliterated in a book-burning world to the
Master Pain Merchant who is always at hand to
administer a dose of long-forgotten sensations; from
genetically modified Glow Girls who can kill with
a touch to a droid detective actively seeking out
justice – this stellar volume of cutting-edge science
fiction, in prose and verse, showcases 32 of the
most powerful voices in the genre from the
Indian Subcontinent.
The collection raises crucial questions about our
place in the universe and testifies to the astonishing
power of the imaginative mind.

Propelling itself 70 years into the
future, the anthology never lets go
of the present political moment in India
and, in some cases, America, and the
stories imagine totalitarian futures
with grim humour.
India Today
A lso by
t h e ed itor
SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
September 2021
D/Hardback
488 pages
ISBN:

9789391028626

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028633

Rights available:

8 / F I CT I ON

World

Tarun K. Saint, an independent
scholar and writer, was born in Kenya,
and has lived in India since 1972.
His research interests include the
literature of the Partition and science
fiction. He is the author of Witnessing
Partition: Memory, History, Fiction,
based on his doctoral dissertation. He
edited Bruised Memories: Communal
Violence and the Writer and coedited (with Ravikant) Translating
Partition. He also co-edited Looking
Back: India's Partition, 70 Years On,
with Rakhshanda Jalil and Debjani
Sengupta. He has edited The Gollancz
Book of South Asian Science Fiction.

THE GRAND ANICUT
VE E NA MUTH U RA MAN

South ern In dia,
f irst centur y CE .
Trade in the Chola capital, Puhar, is booming, and
King Karikalan's most ambitious infrastructure
project is finally becoming a reality: a dam, the
Grand Anicut, is being constructed to divert the
waters of the Kaveri, to the elation of farmers across
the land – and the discontent of the trader class.
Amid all this, the arrival of a Roman ship carrying
the merchant prince Marcellus sets off a series of
events that will alter the fate of Tamilakam.
Marcellus is here for more than the spices, gems
and circus animals; he is here on a mission from
his father, one that will lead him right into the
underbelly of this prosperous realm, and the Roman
has his own secrets, which threaten to set ablaze the
simmering tensions that divide the kingdom.

Veena Muthuraman was born and
raised in Thiruvananthapuram,
India. She took the long and winding
path through Chicago and London
to Edinburgh in Scotland where she
currently lives. Her debut collection
of short stories, A Place of No
Importance, set in a place reminiscent
of where her roots lie in rural Tamil
Nadu, was published in 2016. Her
stories and reviews have appeared
in Eclectica, Wasafiri and Scroll.in,
among other publications. The Grand
Anicut is her first novel.

Rich in historical detail, this action-packed, riveting
tale layered with the eternal struggle between
divergent ideas is a fascinating journey into one of
the greatest periods in Indian history.

HISTORICAL FICTION
August 2021
B/Paperback
320 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:

9789351950592
9789351950608
Indian Subcontinent
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THE THINNAI
A R I G AUTI ER; TRA NSL AT E D BY BL AKE SMIT H

The working-class district of Kurusukuppam is not
the Pondicherry of tourist brochures. Here, French
soldiers, Tamil activists, Creoles and communists
all live in boisterous and comical equanimity. But
life in Kurusukuppam is upturned by the arrival of a
curious tramp, Gilbert Thaata, a wizened Frenchman
who has clearly seen hard times. Settling down on
the narrator's verandah, his thinnai, Gilbert Thaata
begins to earn his keep by recounting the tale of the
rise and fall of his family's fortunes as the custodians
of a mysterious diamond, the Stone of Sita. The
fanciful story that unfolds is one that stretches
across centuries and encompasses the history of
France's colonial legacy in India. His entranced
listeners cannot help but ask – just who is this old
man and how did he fall on such misfortune?
Masterfully translated from the French original
by Blake Smith, Ari Gautier's The Thinnai offers
a panoramic view of Pondicherry's past and the
whimsical eccentricities of its present, and shines
a light on the quirks of history that have come to
define us.

GENERAL & LITERARY FICTION
August 2021
B/Paperback
200 pages
ISBN:

9789389253474

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253481

Rights available:

1 0 / F I CT I O N

World

Born in Madagascar, Ari Gautier has
spent many years living in both India
and France. He now lives in Norway,
where beside his writing he is actively
involved in the artistic and cultural
milieu of Oslo.
Blake Smith is a senior bilingual
journalist with three decades of
experience in Malayalam journalism
in Kerala and two decades in English
journalism in New Delhi.

MACHINEHOOD
S . B . D IVYA

If we won’ t see ma chin es as
human, will we instea d see
humans as ma chin es?
Welga Ramirez, executive bodyguard and ex–special
forces, is about to retire early when her client is killed
in front of her. It’s 2095 and people don’t usually die
from violence. Humanity is entirely dependent on
pills that not only help them stay alive but also allow
them to compete with artificial intelligence in an
increasingly competitive gig economy. Daily doses
protect against designer diseases, flow enhances
focus, zips and buffs augment speed and physical
strength, and juvers speed up the healing process.

S.B. Divya is a lover of science, math,
fiction, and the Oxford comma. She
is the Hugo and Nebula Award–
nominated author of Runtime and coeditor of the Escape Pod podcast, with
Mur Lafferty. Her short stories have
been published in various magazines,
and her short story collection,
Contingency Plans for the Apocalypse
and Other Situations, is out now from
Hachette India. She holds degrees
in computational neuroscience and
signal processing, and worked for
twenty years as an electrical engineer
before becoming an author.

All that changes when the Machinehood, a new and
mysterious terrorist group whose operatives seem
to be part human, part machine, simultaneously
attacks several major pill funders. They issue an
ultimatum: stop all pill production in one week.
Global panic ensues as supply lines get disrupted
and many become ill. Thousands destroy their
domestic bots in fear of an AI takeover. Determined
to take down the Machinehood, Welga is pulled
back into intelligence work by the government that
once betrayed her. But who are the Machinehood
and what do they really want?

A lso by
t h e a ut h or

GENERAL & LITERARY FICTION
August 2021
B/Paperback
416 pages
ISBN:

9789391028039

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028046

Rights available:

Indian Subcontinent
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THE EARTHSPINNER
A NU RA DH A ROY

‘A h orse was in flam es. It
roam ed ben eat h th e ocean
breathin g f ire . . .’
When he wakes up, Elango knows his life has
changed. His dream will consume him until he
gives it shape. The potter must create a terracotta
horse whose beauty will be reason enough for its
existence. Yet he cannot pin down from where it has
galloped into his mind – the Mahabharata, or Trojan
legend, or his anonymous potter-ancestors. Nor can
he say where it belongs – in a temple compound,
within a hotel lobby, or with Zohra, whom he
despairs of ever marrying. The astral, indefinable
force driving Elango towards forbidden love and
creation has unleashed other currents too.
Moving between India and England,
The Earthspinner reflects the many ways in which
the East encounters the West. It breathes new
life into ancient myths, giving allegorical shape
to the war of fanaticism against reason and the
imagination. It is an intricate, wrenching novel
about the changed ways of loving and living in
the modern world.

GENERAL & LITERARY FICTION
August 2021
Demy/Hardback
232 pages
ISBN:

9789391028787

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028794

Rights available:

1 2 / FI CT I O N

Indian Subcontinent

Anuradha Roy is the author of
An Atlas of Impossible Longing,
The Folded Earth and Sleeping on
Jupiter, which won the DSC Prize for
Fiction 2016 and was longlisted for the
Man Booker Prize 2015. Her last book,
All the Lives We Never Lived, won the
Tata Literature Live! Book of the Year
Award 2018. It was shortlisted for the
International Dublin Literary Award,
the Hindu Literary Award, and the JCB
Award for Literature 2019.

Al s o by t h e a u t h o r

ISBN:
Rights:

ISBN:
Rights:

9789350094730
Indian Subcontinent

9789351951254
Indian Subcontinent

ISBN:
Rights:

ISBN:
Rights:

9789350094884
Indian Subcontinent

9789388322195
Indian Subcontinent
excluding Sri Lanka
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2 02 2

SIN: STORIES
WA J IDA TA B A SSU M ; TRANSL ATE D BY RE E MA AB B AS S I

Set in Hyderabad’s old-world aristocratic society of
the 1950s, this stellar collection of stories resurrects
and explores the work of Wajida Tabassum, one
of the most prominent names in Urdu literature,
an iconoclast and nonconformist often referred to
as the ‘female Manto’. In her lifetime, Tabassum’s
fearless portrayal of the realities of the society she
lived in met with severe criticism from the so-called
custodians of culture of the time, and she was
reviled to the point that mobs set out to torch her
publishers’ offices.
Sin showcases Tabassum’s boldest short stories,
alongside the story of her own life, translated for
the first time into English, in which she captures,
in riveting prose, the spectrum of depravity among
Hyderabad’s elite, middle-class compulsions in the
mid-twentieth century, and blurred lines of decency
and decorum.
Featuring lascivious nawabs, lustful begums,
cunning servants, and unfulfilled marriages
marked by peculiar rituals and customs, this
volume will surprise, intrigue and entertain
readers in equal measure.

TRANSLATION
January 2022
B/Hardback
240 pages
ISBN:

9789391028886

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028893

Rights available:

1 4 / FI CT I O N

World

Wajida Tabassum (1935–2011) lived
in the princely state of Hyderabad
Deccan, located in south-central India,
and was a writer of fiction, verses and
songs in Urdu. One of the foremost
women writers in the language, she
was known for her audacious and
semi-erotic stories and her formidable
power of storytelling, through which
she took on societal taboos, was seen
as immoral and faced many a public
protest.
Reema Abbasi is a resident of
Karachi, Pakistan. She is a journalist
and an independent contributor to
several leading newspapers and a
commentator on socio-political issues.

K RISH N A D EVA R AYA
BOOK 1: TH E BO Y W H O WO U LD B E K IN G

2 02 2

A B H I J EET H I LI YA N A

He fought , h e loved, h e
con quered . . .
Vijayanagara, 1485. The younger son of a famed
military commander, Tuluva Krishna sees around
him a decaying empire rocked by the treachery of
vassals and belligerence of neighbours. Determined
to restore glory to the Vijayanagara Samrajya, the
hot-headed and reckless Krishna follows in his
father’s footsteps and begins his military service
under Emperor Saluva Narsimha – aided by his
beloved brother Vira, his faithful bodyguard
Lakkanna and the shrewd Mantri Timmarasu.
Peace, though, is hard to forge, and as he climbs the
ranks in the army, Krishna’s loyalty, ingenuity and
persistence are tested, both on and off
the battlefield.
A story that raises the dust of battle, the stench
of deceit and the bittersweet aroma of love,
Krishnadevaraya is a two-part book series that tells
the dramatic tale of a valiant soldier who goes on to
become one of the greatest kings India has
ever known.

HISTORICAL FICTION
February 2022
B/Paperback
416 pages
ISBN:

9789389253955

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253962

Rights available:

World

Abhijeet Hiliyana is an engineer by
profession and a storyteller by passion.
He is currently working on a series of
novels set in the Vijayanagara Empire.

K RISH N A D EVA R AYA
BOOK 2 : TH E CRO W N O F V IJAYA N AG A R A
HISTORICAL FICTION
February 2022
B/Paperback
416 pages
ISBN:

9789391028107

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028183

Rights available:

World
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MIDNIGHT DOORWAYS: STORIES

2 02 2

U S M A N T. MA LI K

‘No en d or beginnin g to
som e tales, but th e middle is
always th ere.’
From lovers bound together in life and death to an
enchanted city teeming with danger, the stories in
this unique collection explore the volatility of the
supernatural to stunning effect. Beauty gives way
to horror in a matter of a few sentences, while the
lines between the abject and the desired frequently
disappear. What remains constant throughout is
Malik’s commitment to the exploration of timeless
feelings and realities.
Behind these fables of horror are emotions that
are all too familiar to us: love and friendship that
transcend all difference, as well as greed and bigotry
that lurk in every corner. Written by one of the most
acclaimed new voices in the genre of speculative
fiction, this collection of short stories will delight
readers with both its strangeness and familiarity.

SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
April 2022
B/Paperback
232 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:

1 6 / FI CT I O N

TBA
TBA
India

Usman T. Malik is a PakistaniAmerican writer and doctor. His fiction
has won the Bram Stoker Award
and the British Fantasy Award. His
work has been published in several
anthologies including the Best
American Science Fiction and Fantasy
series and has been nominated for
the World Fantasy Award, the Million
Writers Award, and twice for the
Nebula.
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NON-FICTION

MY LIFE IN FULL

WORK, FAMILY, AND OUR FUTURE
I ND R A N OOYI

An intimate an d powerful
m em oir by th e trailblazin g
form er CEO of PepsiCo
For a dozen years as one of the world's most
admired CEOs, Indra Nooyi redefined what it means
to be an exceptional leader. The first woman of
colour and immigrant to run a Fortune 50
company – and one of the foremost strategic
thinkers of our time – she transformed PepsiCo with
a unique vision, a vigorous pursuit of excellence,
and a deep sense of purpose. Now, in a rich memoir
brimming with grace, grit, and good humour, Nooyi
takes us through the events that shaped her, from
her childhood and early education in 1960s India,
to the Yale School of Management, to her rise into
the most senior executive ranks. The book offers
an inside look at PepsiCo and Nooyi's thinking, and
for the first time and in raw detail, she also lays
bare the difficulties that came with managing her
demanding job with a growing family.

A must-read for working women and
the men who work with us, love us,
and support us.
Hillary Rodham Clinton

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT/ AUTOBIOGRAPHY
September 2021
Demy/Hardback
344 pages
ISBN:

9789389253818

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253825

Rights available:

3 4 / NON- FICTION

Indian Subcontinent

Indra Nooyi served as CEO and
chairman of PepsiCo f rom 2006
to 2019. Her prescient strategic
thinking, insight into consumer
behavior, and wisdom on
managing a vast, global workforce
make her one of the world’s
most sought-after advisors to
entrepreneurs, executives, and
governments. Nooyi has been
awarded the Padma Bhushan,
India’s third-highest civilian honor,
and the U.S. State Department’s
award for Outstanding American
by Choice.

SPICED, SMOKED, PICKLED, PRESERVED
RECIPES AND REMINISCENCES FROM INDIA'S EASTERN HILLS
I ND R A NEE GH O SH

In Spiced, Smoked, Pickled, Preserved, Indranee
Ghosh brings together charming vignettes from
her youth in the densely forested Khasi Hills and
then in Bengal’s plains with a delectable selection of
family recipes passed down over three generations
to weave an utterly engaging narrative. Tales of
eccentric kith and kin, family folklore from the
time of the Second World War and memories of
Partition jostle with stories of kitchen adventures,
reminiscences of cherished gatherings where food
always took centre stage and fascinating nuggets
on hard-learnt culinary techniques.

Indranee Ghosh was born in Shillong,
and is now based in Kolkata. She has
translated the works of the Bengali
poet Joy Goswami, and also the
memoirs of Kanan Devi published as
My Homage to All. A taste for local
cuisine in the Northeastern hills of
India combined with an early interest
in cooking, nurtured by her mother
and uncle, led to various experiments
in the kitchen. The recipes in the book
contain some instances of this.

Featuring over 70 recipes that represent a mix of
Bengali, Khasi and Nepali cuisine, this collection
will introduce you to host of exciting fare – from
essential spice mixes to forgotten dishes reinvented
over time; from fermented delicacies like shidol in
pumpkin leaves to the sizzling flavour of a panroasted telapiya; and from the sweet-and-sour
magic of fish roe ambal to a delicious tangerine
payesh. This treasure trove of treats is your
must-have culinary guide.

COOKERY, FOOD & DRINKS
January 2021
Royal/Paperback
248 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:

9789389253931
9789389253948
World
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BOLLYGEEK

THE CRAZY TRIVIA GUIDE TO BOLLYWOOD
DI PTA KI RTI CH AUD HURY

MERE PA AS ...BO LLYWOOD
TRIVIA HAI!
The Indian cine-goer's fascination for Bollywood is
unending – and then there are those who really like
to get their elbows into it dum lagaa ke!
Which is why this book is a must-have for anyone in
love with or just plain confused by all that goes on in
Bollywood. Among the many masaaledar nuggets it
features are:
• The rulebook on how to plan a filmi elopement;
• Fifteen jailers who terrorized prisoners;
• Colourful stories that reveal why people get drunk
in the movies;
• Ten on-screen detectives who had crime on their
minds, even if they could never solve them;
• Three ways suhaag raats unfold *cough* in
Hindi cinema.
And there's much more! From tragedy and mystery
to heartbreak and victory, Bollygeek opens up the
obsessive, compulsive and addictive world of Hindi
cinema like never before.
A lso by
t h e a u t h or
REFERENCE/TRIVIA
February 2021
Wide Demy/PB
336 pages
ISBN:

9789389253450

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253467

Rights available:

3 6 / NON- FICTION

World

Diptakirti Chaudhuri is a marketer
by day and a writer by night. He is
passionate about and writes on Hindi
cinema. He has written six books
including three on Bollywood trivia,
one on the history of Bollywood and
one on legendary screenwriters Salim–
Javed. He divides his time between
his family in Bangalore and his work
in Pune. Outside of real life, he can be
found at his blog (diptakirti.com) and
Twitter (@diptakirti).

SPACE, LIFE, MATTER
THE COMING OF AGE OF INDIAN SCIENCE
H ARI PUL A KKAT

How do you build
a scientif ically an d
techn ologically stron g
m odern nation with limited
m eans an d resources?
Indian scientists faced this challenge seven decades
ago when the country became independent and
confronted a world rapidly advancing in science and
technology. In the years that followed, they battled
poor funding and archaic regulations to build India's
science infrastructure from scratch. This fascinating
narrative captures the struggles and triumphs
of these leaders of science and the world-class
institutions they founded.

Hari Pulakkat has been a journalist
for 28 years, focusing mainly on
science, technology and innovation.
Between 2011 and 2019, he was a
senior editor in the Economic Times,
and before that, he had worked for
18 years in Businessworld magazine.
His work covered topics like long-form
narratives on science and sciencebased industries, science and the
economy, science-based start-ups,
life sciences, health care. Hari was
won many awards for his work,
among them the Indira Gandhi Award
for Science Popularisation in 2020.

From the cosmic-ray experiments at the Kolar Gold
Fields to ISRO's stunning space observatory built
under severe constraints, from the construction of
one of the world's largest radio telescopes in Ooty
to the development of structural biology at IISc and,
most recently, the significant contributions of the
country's scientific institutions towards tackling a
global pandemic – Space. Life. Matter. – brings to
readers the path-breaking advances made by India's
scientists to original research and what they mean
to the nation's progress.

POPULAR SCIENCE
April 2021
Demy/Hardback
336 pages
ISBN:

9789389253795

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253801

Rights available:

World
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KAMALA HARRIS

THE AMERICAN STORY THAT BEGAN ON INDIA’S SHORES
H AN SA MA K H I JA N I JAIN

‘Kamala, you may be th e f irst
to do many thin gs, but make
sure you are n ot th e last .’
– Shyamala Harris
When US presidential candidate Joe Biden chose
Kamala Harris, senator and attorney, as his running
mate in the race for the President's post, the world
sat up in attention. For the first time in the country's
history, a Black-Asian woman had emerged as a
candidate for one of the most powerful offices in
the land. And, when the Democratic Party won, the
fire-brand leader became the first woman vicepresident elect in the history of the United States.
Ever since Biden's announcement, the questions
have buzzed on: What is it that makes her perfect
for the top job? Why does she attribute so much
of her success to her Indian immigrant mother?
And how did she manage to seize – and hold – the
imagination of a nation in one of the most polarized
and keenly contested elections in modern America?
This book tells the extraordinary tale of this
courageous and charismatic woman who beat the
odds and stuck to her principles in the unforgiving
milieu of today's politics.

BIOGRAPHY/POLITICS & CURRENT AFFAIRS
May 2021
B/Paperback
208 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:
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9788194657798
9789351951681
World

Hansa Makhijani Jain juggles her time
between writing and editing. In the
14 years that she has been in media,
she has written across newspapers,
magazines, books and the web. She
served as assistant editor at Marie
Claire India, and regularly contributed
to magazines such as Harper's Bazaar
and Cosmopolitan. She has also been
the deputy editor at Fashion101.

(IM)PERFECTLY ZERO-WASTE

A NO-NONSENSE GUIDE TO LIVING SUSTAINABLY IN INDIA
S RI NI AN D SH UB H ASHRE E

Research indicates that by 2048 India is set to be the
largest waste contributor in the world. The time for
us to do something about it is NOW! But how can
Indians, especially those living in urban areas, live
sustainably? Is a zero-waste lifestyle really possible?
In (Im)Perfectly Zero Waste, ardent practitioners of
sustainable lifestyles Srini and Shubhashree affirm
that living a zero-waste life is neither as difficult nor
as pocket-unfriendly as it is made out to be!
In this refreshing, jargon-free guide, you will
discover:
• how to host zero-waste events and sustainable
gifting ideas;
• budget-friendly recipes and easy cleaning
substitutes;

Srini Swaminathan is a Chennaibased consultant in the social
development sector. He has been
plogging (picking trash while running)
since 2013 and has also launched
volunteer-driven awareness initiatives
like Spot Fix Chennai, which aims to
clean up the city's trash filled spots.
Shubhashree is a Bengaluru-based
visual artist and illustrator who,
among other things, loves to write.
She is currently educating herself on
living a low-impact life, and as part
of the Let's Talk Trash project, she has
produced illustrated books for adults
and children to start the conversation
our waste footprint.

• simple and practical advice to manage and
reduce the waste around your home...and more!
Filled with information on the growing garbage
crisis and peppered with DIYs and easily doable
tips, (Im)Perfectly Zero Waste will be the perfect
companion on your journey to a more eco-conscious
life and will help you contribute to the planet's wellbeing. After all, little steps go a long way!

SELF-HELP
August 2021
B/Paperback
262 pages
ISBN:

9789391028442

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028527

Rights available:

World
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THE EVERYDAY ECO-WARRIOR
110 EASY TIPS FOR A ZERO-WASTE LIFE
S RI NI AN D SH UB H ASHRE E

My th: Produc ts marked
'recyclable' an d
'biodegra dable' are
eco -f rien dly.
Truth: More often than n ot ,
th ese labels are stuck on to
deceive custom ers. Most of
th ese produc ts are unlikely
to ever fully decompose an d
might degra de only after
several hun dred years!
We have all come across sustainability practices
and tips that are unsustainable in themselves. But
these 110 super-easy guidelines from zero-waste
practitioners Srini and Shubhashree will simplify
and demystify your 'going green' journey, and more
importantly, actually help you make a difference.
And, the best part is, you don't need to follow
everything to the T! There is no one correct way to
live sustainably. Going zero-waste is the need of the
hour and cultivating some of these earth-happy
habits in The Everyday Eco-Warrior will not only
help the planet but will also be pocket-friendly in
the long run!

SELF-HELP
August 2021
A/Paperback
144 pages
ISBN:

9789391028534

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028541

Rights available:
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Srini Swaminathan is a Chennaibased consultant in the social
development sector. He has been
plogging (picking trash while running)
since 2013 and has also launched
volunteer-driven awareness initiatives
like Spot Fix Chennai, which aims to
clean up the city's trash filled spots.
Shubhashree is a Bengaluru-based
visual artist and illustrator who,
among other things, loves to write.
She is currently educating herself on
living a low-impact life, and as part
of the Let's Talk Trash project, she has
produced illustrated books for adults
and children to start the conversation
our waste footprint.

A FISH IN ALIEN STREAMS

THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY OF THE TROUT IN INDIA
H E RJ I NDER; FOREWORD BY RAMACHANDRA G U H A

Th e n ever-before - told stor y
of h ow th e trout cam e to call
In dian rivers its h om e
When the East India Company's business venture
with India turned into a full-fledged occupation
of the country, the British in India, apart from
establishing their governance, were concerned with
one more thing – how to make their surroundings
here more akin to their homeland. Even as they
dotted the Indian terrain with their manicured
gardens, clock towers and pristine colonial
structures, many among them (particularly a clutch
of British anglers) increasingly felt the absence of
one essential fish in Indian rivers – the trout.
A Fish in Alien Streams presents the astounding
story of a motley group of mavericks, adventurers
and eccentric naturalists who, driven by their
peculiar fixation, were obsessed with introducing
the trout to India's rivers.

Herjinder is a writer and senior
journalist. Starting as a sub-editor
with Navbharat Times, he has worked
with renowned media houses over
the last three decades, including
Times of India Group, India Today
Group and Hindustan Times Group, as
well as various magazines, television
channels and online portals. On
his YouTube channel 'अतीत The Past
by Herjinder', he talks about littleknown nuggets of Indian and world
history. When not writing or working,
Herjinder can be found travelling in
the lap of nature or discussing food
and history with his friends and
family.

This delightful account of an unknown slice of
India's colonial past combines incredible research
involving antique books, rare documents and letters
of wistful longing for the trout with the minutiae
of fishing and skilful planning. This unique and
incredible tale is about magnificent passions,
countless failures and ultimate triumph.

HISTORY
September 2021
B/Paperback
192 pages
ISBN:

9789391028701

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028718

Rights available:

World
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ANITYA

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF CHANGE AND TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE
GAYAT RI JAYA RA MAN

They tell us change is good for us, like a sort of
magic pill. But how do we swallow it when it halts
us in our tracks, disrupts our lives, and thwarts
cherished plans? How do we begin to cope, let alone
embrace, what seems like a destructive force? How
do we build back with the ground shifting beneath
our feet?

Gayatri Jayaraman is a mind-body-spirit
therapist. She is the founder of Shamah
| शम:, and LOGOS, alignment practices
based in Mumbai.

Anitya ('impermanence' in Sanskrit) shows us how to
navigate the pain of change by practically applying
the philosophy of the Buddha's Four Noble Truths –
Dukkha (Suffering), Samudaya (the Cause), Nirodha
(the Cessation), Magga (the Path) – in our lives.
Weaving together allegories, real-life experiences of
people from different walks of life, Zen stories, Vedic
and Buddhist philosophies, and guided meditative
practices that involve both the mind and body,
this book pushes us to challenge our entrenched
resistance to change and helps us heal ourselves.
Whether you're dealing with the loss of a loved one,
the failure of a romantic relationship, an unfulfilling
career path, or uncertainty and doubt brought on
by a seemingly insurmountable global pandemic,
Anitya will be your guide to making change work
for you.
A lso by
t h e a ut h or
SELF-HELP
September 2021
B/Paperback
208 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:
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FORGOTTEN CIVILIZATIONS
THE REDISCOVERY OF INDIA'S LOST HISTORY
R U PA GU PTA A N D GAUTAM GUPTA

A histor y of th e rediscover y
of In dia’s histor y . . .
Through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
the Western world had very little knowledge – or
an extremely distorted view – of the glorious and
fascinating history of the Indian subcontinent. In
fact, with little of the region's 3000-year-old heritage
formally preserved and documented, it was widely
believed that the country’s history had begun
with the reign of the Mughals. When the British
gained control over the subcontinent, the scholars,
explorers and Indophiles among them discovered
things and areas of great historical wonder but
found few answers. Armed with great intellectual
curiosity, they set out to uncover things no one had
given a thought to earlier.

Rupa Gupta is an editor, writer and
an ex-journalist. Her love for research
and history evolved in tandem with
her reporting, and she has to her
credit around 40 published books
for children and bylines in leading
publications.
Gautam Gupta is a retired bureaucrat
whose research interests focus on
history. His special areas of study
have been the Raj period, the rise of
Germany during World War II, and
biographies of eminent people across
the spectrum.

From William Jones who set the first chronological
point of reference for recorded Indian history,
Charles Wilkins who designed the first typeface of
the Bengali script, to Alexander Cunningham who
led the first excavation of the Harappa site in the
Punjab – Forgotten Civilizations brings together
the intriguing stories of fifteen intrepid Englishmen
who dedicated their lives to rediscovering India’s
ancient heritage and redefining the significance of
its pluralistic and sophisticated culture for the rest
of the world.
HISTORY
November 2021
B/ Hardback
272 pages
ISBN:

9789391028473

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028022

Rights available:

World
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BRANDED IN HISTORY

FRESH MARKETING LESSONS FROM VINTAGE BRANDS
R A M YA RA MA MU RT HY

What did a dver tisin g
campaigns look like 100 years
a go? How did early bran ds
capture th e ima gination
of In dian consum ers? How
deep are th e roots of m odern
consu m er behaviour in th e
countr y ?
Lux soaps, Jabakusum hair oil, Woodward’s Gripe
Water, Atlas Cycles, Dalda, Mafatlal Textiles – these
evergreen brands have immortalized themselves
by capitalizing on emerging trends for almost a
hundred years. These popular brands as well as
others lesser known (though equally iconic) ones
can teach modern-day brands a thing or two about
surviving in a market that is in constant flux.
Focusing on a century bookended by two
movements for independence, Branded in History
draws readers into the fascinating story of how
colonial Indian brands – both home-grown and
foreign – were produced, distributed and marketed
between 1847 and 1947, a time when branding as a
concept was still in its infancy.
A lso by
t h e a ut h or
BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT
October 2021
B/Paperback
320 pages
ISBN:

9789388322683

Ebook ISBN:

9789388322690

Rights available:
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Ramya Ramamurthy is an author,
documentary filmmaker, broadcast
journalist and communications
specialist, who has previously worked
for media brands like CNBC TV18,
National Geographic, Star World and
The Hindu, as well as for non-profits
like The Good Food Institute India.
She is also the author of Rebuild: How
Brands in India Overcame Crisis and
Emerged Stronger, Better, Wiser.

THE POWER OF HOPE

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A CANCER CENTRE
A NSH U DO GRA WI T H DR D IGPAL D HARKAR

In 1987, Dr Digpal Dharkar, freshly trained at the
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York,
dreamt of setting up a world-class institution for
head and neck oncology that offered the latest
cancer treatment, particularly to the indigent in
India, where cancer is the second - and fourthhighest killer of adults across urban and rural areas.
With a majority of people in rural areas facing
economic difficulties, only a few were able to afford
cancer treatment and often diagnosis was left until
it was too late, leading to unnecessary fatalities.
With grave hurdles to overcome and the odds
stacked against him, Dr Dharkar summoned his
deep resolve – and the commitment of like-minded
medical professionals – to establish a charitable
trust, the Indore Cancer Foundation (ICF), which
would help make a difference in head and neck
cancer care in India.

Anshu Dogra has written articles and
books that are an eclectic collection
on history, gender studies, and
biographies. She has recently retired
as the Executive Director of Devahuti
Damodar Svaraj Trust, which supports
projects related to the history and
philosophy of the Indian subcontinent;
education and scholarships for
children who attend school and in
tertiary education; and music, arts,
and literature.

Inspiring and deeply moving, The Power of Hope is
the compelling tale of Dr Dharkar's journey into the
depths of human empathy and a testimony to just
how much we can achieve if only we hold
on to hope.

[T]ruly inspiring.
Jyotiraditya M. Scindia

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
October 2021
B/Hardback
240 pages
ISBN:

9789389253771

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253788

Rights available:

World
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WATERSHED

HOW WE DESTROYED INDIA'S WATER AND HOW WE CAN SAVE IT
M RI D U L A RA MESH

India is facing its worst water crisis ever, and some
believe that by 2030 it will fail to meet half its water
demand. Water availability per person in India has
been decreasing for decades, leaving parts of the
country in a cruel Day Zero situation. As the climate
heats up, it is likely that swathes of land will be
submerged, water-related extremes will reshape
industry and famine will revisit the country.
In this fascinating, deeply researched book Mridula
Ramesh takes us through 4,000 years of history
to track how India's water has reached this critical
point. From stories of ancient water-engineering
marvels in the Indus Valley and Tamil Nadu to how
water shaped medieval Delhi; from the burning
fields of the country's north-west to the hilsa's
curtailed journey; and from the forests of Kanha
and dams in Arunachal to Kanpur's tanneries,
Watershed uncovers how India's fate is gradually
being sealed by the extremes of drought and floods.
Armed with this understanding, Mridula Ramesh
lays out pragmatic, scalable solutions that can
work for both India's temperamental water and its
democratic exigencies.

A lso by
t h e a ut h or
POLITICS & CURRENT AFFAIRS
November 2021
Demy/Hardback
432 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:
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Mridula Ramesh is the founder of the
Sundaram Climate Institute, which
focuses on waste and water solutions
and education. She is an active angel
investor and is involved in initiatives
to build climate resilience. A Cornell
University and Kellogg School of
Management alumna, Mridula worked
at McKinsey in Silicon Valley before
returning to India. Leveraging two
decades of management experience,
she teaches a postgraduate class on
climate change at the Great Lakes
Institute of Management. She is also
the author of the critically acclaimed
The Climate Solution.

THE INVISIBLE MAJORITY
INDIA’S ABLED DISABLED

V. R. F E ROSE A N D C .K. ME E NA

The Invisible Majority explores stories of resilience,
courage and remarkable determination that offer a
sensitive, holistic view of the lives of persons
with disabilities.
Navigating a range of topics with lucid ease – from
history and laws to widespread social attitudes – it
meticulously records and amplifies the diverse,
vibrant voices of persons with disabilities. Equally,
it turns its gaze on those inextricably linked to their
lives – health professionals, educators, trainers,
employers, caregivers and activists – highlighting
the key roles they play.
Insightful, informative and moving, The Invisible
Majority is a timely and invaluable book that inspires
societal transformation while addressing the crucial
question: how do we make India a more
inclusive nation?

A science graduate from Kerala
who fled to her adoptive city of
Bangalore for her post-graduation
in English, C.K. Meena has been on
the staff of Deccan Herald and is a
columnist for The Hindu. She is also
a founding member of the Asian
College of Journalism in Bangalore,
and has three published novels and
innumerable features and columns to
her credit.
V.R. Ferose is a senior vice president
at SAP SE and the head of SAP
Academy for Engineering.

An excellent panoramic perspective
on India’s disability sector.
M. Venkaiah Naidu, Vice President
of India

NON-FICTION
November 2021
B/Hardback
252 pages
ISBN:

9789391028671

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028756

Rights available:
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THE BO L LYWO O D P O C K E T B O O K O F
ICONIC DATES
DI PTA KI RTI CH AUD HURI
The Bollywood Pocketbook of Iconic Dates
records 50 momentous dates that mark major
breakthroughs in the history of Hindi cinema. Dates
on which blockbusters released and started trends.
Dates when the country’s politics was influenced by
a film. And dates on which Hindi cinema changed
the world as we knew it!

CINEMA
January 2022
A/Paperback
168 pages
ISBN:

9789391028329

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028343

Rights available:

World

Diptakirti Chaudhuri is a marketer
by day and a writer by night. He has
written six books about Hindi cinema,
a topic he is passionate about. He can
be found on his blog (diptakirti.com)
and Twitter (@diptakirti).

THE BO L LYWO O D P O C K E T B O O K O F
ICONIC PL AC ES
The Bollywood Pocketbook of Iconic Places
drops the pin on 50 memorable places that mark
milestones in Hindi cinema. Places that started
off as shooting locations but became landmarks.
Fictional places that have become an indelible part
of our childhoods. And a place inspired by a
radio frequency!

CINEMA
January 2022
A/Paperback
168 pages
ISBN:

9789391028350

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028381

Rights available:
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THE B O L LYWO O D P O C K E T B O O K O F
ICONIC C H A RACT E R S
The Bollywood Pocketbook of Iconic Characters
showcases 50 legendary characters that have
become icons of Hindi cinema. Characters we have
wanted to become. Characters we have loved, hated,
lusted after, and even worshipped. Characters with
whom we have laughed, for whom we have cried,
and whose lives became inspirations for the stories
of our own lives.

CINEMA
January 2022
A/Paperback

Avai l ab l e a s a B ox S e t

168 pages
ISBN:

9789391028398

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028404

Rights available:

World

Diptakirti Chaudhuri is a marketer
by day and a writer by night. He has
written six books about Hindi cinema,
a topic he is passionate about. He can
be found on his blog (diptakirti.com)
and Twitter (@diptakirti).

THE B O L LYWO O D P O C K E T B O O K O F
ICONIC TH I N G S
The Bollywood Pocketbook of Iconic Things lists
50 iconic items that have become symbolic of
the Hindi film industry. Things that changed the
definition of romance. Things that united the nation.
Things that define a generation. These are things
that have transcended from the movie screens to
our lives, things that have kept us awake for many
moonlit nights.

CINEMA
January 2022
A/Paperback
168 pages
ISBN:

9789391028459

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028466

Rights available:

World
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A SIP IN TIME

INDIA’S FINEST TEAS AND TEATIME TREATS
PAL L AVI N I GA M SA HAY

In an exclusive blend for experts and enthusiasts
alike, well-regarded chef and tea connoisseur
Pallavi Nigam Sahay brings together culinary
expertise, wide-ranging travel and her passion
for the beverage in a sumptuous visual book,
lush with photographs.
Infused with personal experience, her exploration
of the various kinds of Indian tea, their histories,
and the unique qualities that make them coveted
around the world, it brings alive the taste and aroma
of each tea it encounters – from the traditional
phalap and the robust varieties growing in Assam to
the fragrant Darjeeling and the delicately nuanced
brews from Arunachal and Munnar.
Lovingly paired with the teas are recipes for over
60 delectable dishes – spanning cakes, puffs,
biscuits and sandwiches to breads, cookies, chaats
and muffins – making A Sip in Time the perfect
companion for teatime tete-a-tetes for home chefs
and foodies alike.

COOKERY, FOOD & DRINKS
January 2022
7*9/ Paperback
160 pages
ISBN:

9789391028862

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028947

Rights available:
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Pallavi Nigam Sahay is an author,
columnist and television show host.
She completed her culinary education
from International School of Italian
Cuisine (ICIF), Italy, and her culinary
training from Grand Hyatt, Mumbai.
Her first book, The Bhojpuri Kitchen,
published in 2017, won the Gourmand
CookBook Award for the best book in
India in the ‘Easy Recipes’ category
and was recognized among the
‘culinary treasures of 2017’ by
India Today.

WHAT PRIVACY MEANS

2 02 2

WHY IT MATTERS AND HOW WE CAN PROTECT IT
S I D D HA RTH SO N KAR

In 2020, when the coronavirus pandemic triggered
governments across the world to instate lockdowns,
several Indian states adopted digital contact
tracing and the use of drones to monitor and map
citizens. Although this paved the way for social
control through surveillance becoming the ‘new
normal’, rampant news about information leaks and
breaches have awakened Indian citizens to how
their privacy is being persistently compromised.
With inadequate and outmoded laws for privacy,
apprehensions about individual data and the use it’s
being put to have hit a peak.

Siddharth Sonkar is a technology,
media and telecommunications (TMT)
lawyer based out of Bangalore. In his
final year at NUJS, Siddharth led a
group of students who were invited
for an in-person appearance before
the Joint Parliamentary Committee
to discuss changes to the proposed
Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019.
When he is not writing, Siddharth
spends his time listening to music,
feeding stray dogs and playing his
guitars.

In What Privacy Means, Siddharth Sonkar analyses
the history and understanding – both cultural and
political – of privacy in India and establishes why
objecting to interference with privacy is the pressing
need of the day. Taking a deep dive into the grating
realities of individual privacy, he addresses crucial
questions around how, in India, a citizen’s privacy
is hardly ‘private’. Today, when our privacy is in the
process of being invaded, constantly and insidiously,
Sonkar’s incisive, revelatory and thought-provoking
book provides a roadmap for everyone who is
unsure of the rights they are entitled to as they
continue to live their lives online.

POLITICS & CURRENT AFFAIRS
January 2022
B/Hardback
288 pages
ISBN:

9789391028879

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028954

Rights available:
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LEADERS POLITICIANS CITIZENS
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FIFTY FIGURES WHO INFLUENCED INDIAN POLITICS
R A S H E ED KI DWA I

Wh o are th e f igures wh o in
th eir lifetim e impa c ted th e
stor y of In dian dem ocra cy ?
How did th eir stan ces on
major issues chan ge th e
fa ce of th e republic? An d
what were th ey like in th eir
personal lives?
Seasoned journalist Rasheed Kidwai captures
the essence of 50 contributors to India’s political
landscape after Independence – some famous,
some infamous, some unmistakably at centre
stage, others on the fringes. From game-changers
P.V. Narasimha Rao and Jyoti Basu; crowd-pulling
swashbucklers Sheikh Abdullah, Laldenga and
Balasaheb Thackeray and crusaders Kanshi Ram,
Maulana Madani, Namdeo Dhasal to mavericks
Chandraswami, Amar Singh and Ajit Jogi;
charismatic leaders A.P.J. Abdul Kalam and Sheila
Dikshit; possessors of star power J. Jayalalithaa,
Vinod Khanna and M. Karunanidhi; and skilful
navigators Jaipal Reddy and V.C. Shukla – Kidwai
brings a highly readable account of the highs and
lows of the careers of some prominent actors in
India’s political arena and a sneak peek into
lesser-known aspects of their lives and personalities.

POLITICS & CURRENT AFFAIRS
February 2022
B/Paperback
296 pages
ISBN:

9789391028169

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028244

Rights available:
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Rasheed Kidwai is a journalist, author,
columnist and political analyst. He
is a visiting Fellow with the Observer
Research Foundation (ORF). Formerly
associate editor of the Telegraph,
Kidwai tracks government, politics,
community affairs and Hindi cinema.
His books include Sonia: A Biography,
24, Akbar Road: A Short History of The
People Behind the Fall and Rise of the
Congress, Ballot: Ten Episodes that
Have Shaped India’s Democracy, Neta
Abhineta: Bollywood Star Power in
Indian Politics and more.
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MIN D MASTER

WINNING LESSONS FROM A CHAMPION'S LIFE
VISWAN ATH A N A N AND

Doin g ever y thin g a dmirably
well matters ver y little if you
can't f inish th e job.
Few people know better than Viswanathan Anand
how to think strategically at lightning speed and
work under immense pressure to overcome the
toughest odds. The first chess Grandmaster from
Asia, Vishy – as he is popularly known – rapidly
climbed the ranks to become world No. 1 in the
sport, bagged five world championship titles and
has won tournaments across all formats of the
game. An ambassador of the sport like no other, and
a valued mentor to young talent, his is one of the
most revered names in chess today.
In this expanded edition of his bestselling memoir,
Vishy draws from the depths of his experience
significant tools that will help every reader master
their minds and negotiate life’s challenges:

Viswanathan Anand, known
fondly as Vishy, is one of the most
prominent names in chess. Over
the three decades since he turned
Grandmaster, he has won five
world championship titles among
innumerable other tournaments and
is one of the world's top chess players.
His achievements have inspired a
generation of chess players in India.
Vishy is an astronomy buff, and an
avid reader on math, economics and
current affairs. He loves to travel, and
supports many charitable causes,
chief among them being that of
children with cerebral palsy and other
neurological disabilities.

• Essential tactics and strategies to use while
preparing to achieve a goal
• The key to harnessing your emotions and using
them to your advantage in tricky situations
• Lessons to embrace risk wisely and stay on top
Mind Master is a delightful and invaluable
exploration into the self that will thrill, inspire and
motivate readers.
BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
February 2022
Demy/Paperback
240 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:

9789391028213
9789351951513
World
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INDIA'S GREATEST MINDS

2 02 2

SPIRITUAL MASTERS, PHILOSOPHERS, REFORMERS
M U KU N DA RAO

An invaluable compen dium
that provides food for
th ought an d inspiration
at ever y turn
A plethora of religions, cultures, languages and
peoples have from the earliest times nurtured the
plurality of ideas, beliefs and practices thriving
in India. In India’s Greatest Minds, Mukunda Rao
introduces readers to the country’s illustrious
religious and spiritual thinkers and philosophers,
and provides a comprehensive view of the trajectory
of Indian thought as it developed over centuries,
enriching our minds and shaping modern discourse.
From Patanjali, Buddha and Gargi to Allama Prabhu,
Kabir, Guru Nanak, Bulleh Shah and Chaitanya, and
from Shishunala Sharif, Ramakrishna and Vemana
to Tagore, Gandhi and Ambedkar – India’s Greatest
Minds celebrates the individuals who rebelled
against conventions and transcended every divide
in their quest for enlightenment, transforming
themselves and the world along the way. Rao takes
the reader on an exhilarating journey through the
lives and teachings of spiritual masters and thinkeractivists, making their wisdom accessible to all.

REFERENCE
April 2022
B/Paperback
400 pages
ISBN:

9789389253535

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253542

Rights available:

54 / NON- FICTION

World

Mukunda Rao is the author of several
insightful philosophical and spiritual
works, among which The Biology
of Enlightenment is a much-read
classic. He lives with his wife on a farm
outside Bengaluru.

2 02 2

ASHRAMED
DAH L IA SEN OB EROI

From her busy life as a hotshot Delhi lawyer to
a surreal, enlightening month-long spiritual
experience at an ashram, Dahlia Sen Oberoi
embarks on a journey addressing the oft asked
question of: If not now, then when?
While going to court, globetrotting and client
meetings was the norm for her, she now finds
herself as one of the oldest new members of the
Ashram, in a quest to follow one of her lifelong
passions of learning how to teach yoga. For thirty
days, living sans her precious laptop, spending her
days washing bartans, attending long lectures on
the Gita, performing new asanas, and cleaning
dormitories, Dahlia’s struggles and self-doubt
gradually wash away. Emotions are kept in rein,
arrogance gives way to acceptance, and as she gets
used to this new existence, she rediscovers herself
in surprising new ways. But even as she gets ready
to come out of her self-imposed isolation, the rest of
the world goes into a lockdown...

Dahlia Sen Oberoi, a familiar name
in the publishing world due to her
prowess as a lawyer, wears many
caps at once: a dancer, a poet, a song
writer, a script writer for screenplays,
and now a yoga instructor too. She is
the creator of DahliaNritYog.

Through Dahlia’s introspective and delightful cruise
in the Ashram, most importantly, you will be assured
that it is never too late to do what you love.

MIND, BODY & SPIRIT
May 2022
B/Paperback
288 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:

TBA
TBA
World
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2 02 2

INDIA REBORN

THE EPIC STORY OF A CIVILIATION'S
REBOUND AFTER THREE CENTURIES OF DECLINE
PRA S E N JI T B A SU

India Reborn is a history of India’s subjugation
by Britain, its dire economic consequences
which outlasted Britain’s colonial presence, and
the real story of the many intertwined struggles
that ultimately ended that rule. Like no other
book before, it juxtaposes the revolutionary and
nonviolent strands of the freedom struggle, to
determine why Britain was obliged to give up the
empire on which its global standing depended.
What makes the book unique is that it examines
the military and economic basis of empire, and the
strategic logic of why India was partitioned, while
also laying out the socio-economic consequences of
British rule on India today.

NON-FICTION/BUSINESS
TBC
Demy/Hardback
TBC
ISBN:

9789389253917

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253924

Rights available:

56 / NON- FICTION

Indian Subcontinent

Prasenjit K. Basu is an economist by
profession and a historian by passion.
His book, Asia Reborn won the Best
First Book award for non-fiction at the
Tata Literature Live! Mumbai Literary
Festival in 2018. He has been Chief
Economist for India and South-east
Asia at Credit Suisse First Boston
(1998–2003), Chief Asia Economist at
Daiwa Securities (2007–2011), Chief
Economist at Khazanah Nasional in
Malaysia (2004–07), and Global Head
of Research at the Maybank group
(2012–13).
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ISBN:
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Rights:

ISBN:

World
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Rights:
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World
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Rights:
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World
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Rights:
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Rights:
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World
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Rights:
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World
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Rights:
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World
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Rights:
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World
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Rights:
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Rights:
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World
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World
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Rights:
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Rights:
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World
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Rights:
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World
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World
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World
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World
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Rights:
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World
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World

ISBN:
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World
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Rights:
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World
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World
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Rights:
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Rights:

World
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Rights:
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World
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Rights:
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Rights:
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World
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World
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Rights:
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Rights:
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Rights:
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World

World
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Rights:
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World
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Rights:
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Rights:
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Rights:
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Rights:
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World
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World
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World
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New in
PAPERBACK
REJACKET

A must-read for anyone who loves
history or Delhi.
Financial Express

By translating these volumes into
English, Safvi has given a rare and
f ragile gift to her readers – their past.
Ira Mukhoty, New Indian Express

ISBN:
Rights:

9789388322508
World

Upadhyay is able to create an
unforgettable picture of a woman
who loved not too wisely but too well.
The Hindu

Takes a f resh look at the late
star and dives deep into her life’s
challenges and background.
Hindustan Times

ISBN:
Rights:

9789350095782
World

74 / NEW IN PAPERBACK RE JACKET

Celebrating spices in all their
glory, noted food writer Marryam
H. Reshii…embarks upon a delightful
journey tracing their history as far back
as possible.
NDTV

Flavour guaranteed.
The Hindu

ISBN:
Rights:

978935009573
World

A valuable contribution to
understanding our f ractious
present…a well-researched and lucidly
written book… The writer believes
that the widening and deepening of
information will ultimately help people
process their identities better, and
question the so-called truths that have
held them prisoners for long. Now, that
is hope.
The Hindu

ISBN:
Rights:

9788194715351
World

A provocative and perceptive
book…a riveting read.
Paranjoy Guha Thakurta, Biblio

N E W I N PA PE RBAC K RE J AC KE T / 7 5

This book is a rich mine of
information for f ilm scholars,
historians, students or anyone else
interested in cinema cultures in India.
Joshi has archived a huge body of
information and each chapter is worthy
of an independent book.
Hindustan Times

ISBN:
Rights:

9789391028053
World

Namrata Joshi’s brilliantly written
Reel India is one such book
that captures the moods, dreams,
aspirations and ambitions of those who
religiously visit cinema halls and drown
their worries, sorrows and sufferings for
three hours.
Free Press Journal

Titan is an intriguing story and
could be a lesson to corporations…
That the author has captured the
nuanced tale with flair and insight
certainly makes it a must-read for those
keen to follow the journey of Indian
titans.
Business Today

ISBN:
Rights:

9789388322522
World

An inspiring story of a successful
Indian company that is constantly
evolving to keep pace with the
times, this book has a lot to offer to
management students, start-ups,
visionaries who want to make a
difference, CEOs and HR heads who
wish to build an intrepreneurial culture
and marketers.
Frontline

76 / NEW IN PAPERBACK RE JACKET

An engrossing work which reveals
the man behind a superstar whose
f ilms often reflected the social trends
of a country that had just begun to
f ind its voice.
Telegraph

More than worth a read as it
recreates the aura and charm of
a time when an unlikely star became
the biggest box off ice phenomenon but
never really made a big deal of it.
Firstpost
ISBN:
Rights:

9789391028145
World

The author reveals the contours of
the fetishized Mughal harem and
the voyeuristic tendencies that go into
exploring its mysteries.
Book Review India

The amount of research that
has been done for the book is
commendable.
Mumbai Live

ISBN:
Rights:

9789391028206
World
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Business on a Platter is a guidebook
for aspiring restaurateurs,
comprehensively detailing the Indian
food business.
Firstpost

[Brings] together all the aspects
that matter when you are
venturing into the big bad world.
Hans India

ISBN:
Rights:

9789391028190
World

A fun tour of the Indian advertising
landscape, exploring how ads
are both business solutions and an
entertaining facet of our lives.
Asian Age

The book is a breezy, rib-tickling
and irreverent social and business
history primarily of liberalized India.
The Hindu BusinessLine

ISBN:
Rights:

9789391028558
World

78 / NEW IN PAPERBACK RE JACKET

The Plague upon Us, Mir’s powerful
debut, distils the current bleakness
of life in Kashmir, the pent-up
historical rage of his people, and the
enduring sense of betrayal that haunts
generations. The story has the urgency
of a Greek tragedy and the ambitions of
an experimental novel.
Mint

Shabir Ahmad Mir’s The Plague
upon Us is a marvellous
tour de force.
ISBN:
Rights:

9788194715368
World

Mountain Ink

The writer is a wordsmith, her
idiom and imagery are the twin
protagonists. . . It is said of Richard
Siken’s poetry that “he effectively
juxtaposes holy images with mundane
images – making them both seem
beautiful by some strange lyrical
alchemy”. The description f its Bhaskar’s
writing too. These, Our Bodies,
Possessed by Light is an evocative story
eloquently told.
Hindustan Times

ISBN:
Rights:

9789391028138
Indian Subcontinent
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CHILDREN’S
& REFERENCE

THEY M A D E WH AT ?

STORIES OF INGENIOUS INVENTIONS BY INDIAN SCIENTISTS
S HWE TA TA N EJA
A s pa ce sc ientist w h o s e n t a rocke t
to Mars
A phys i c ist w h o insis te d t h at pl an t s
could fe el em o tio ns
An en gin eer w h o so l ve d a wate r
problem w ith an ice s t upa
Meet India’s brightest scientists and read all about
their incredible, groundbreaking inventions in this
first-of-its-kind book. Do all scientists wear lab
coats? Where do they get their genius ideas from?
How do they transform these brainwaves into lifechanging inventions?

Shweta Taneja writes fiction and
science for kids and adults. Her
writing has brought her many global
accolades. She was a finalist in the
prestigious French award Grand
Prix de l’Imaginaire (2020), has been
awarded the Charles Wallace Writing
Fellowship (2016), and has given talks
at WorldCon (2019), Eurocon (2018) and
the Cartoon Museum London (2016).

THEY FO U N D WH AT ?

STORIES OF DARING DISCOVERIES BY INDIAN SCIENTISTS
A biolog ist w h o sm as h e d
c an cer cells
A phys i c ist w h o reveal e d t h e s e cre t s
o f ligh t
An ecolo g ist w h o stum bl e d on a rare
species o f f ro g
Meet India’s brightest scientists and read all about
their incredible, groundbreaking discoveries in
this first-of-its-kind book. Do scientists never fail at
maths? What tools and technologies do they use
to uncover something new? Do they really have
robotic assistants?
NON-FICTION
February 2021
B/Paperback
304 pages
ISBN:

9789389253979

Ebook ISBN:

9789389253986

Rights available:

82 / CH I L DREN 'S AN D REFE RE NCE

India

2-in-1 Flip Bo o k

MYTHQU EST O MN I B US 1 :
FA NTA S TIC BIRD S A N D B E A S T S
A NU KUMA R
Meet a thrillin g trio of i n cre d i bl e
my t h olo g ic a l chara c te rs !
Jatayu, the majestic, strong and wise king of
birds, who sacrificed all he had for his loyalty
to Lord Rama.
Uchchaishravas, the splendid seven-headed
king of horses, renowned for his speed, and a
symbol of Lord Indra's glory.
Sarama, the mother of all dogs, who aided
Lord Indra in his many missions.

MYTHOLOGY/CLASSICS
February 2021
B/Paperback
176 page
ISBN:

9788194657712

Ebook ISBN:

9788194657781

Rights available:

World

Anu Kumar has studied history and
management and, more recently,
done a Master’s in Fine Arts (Writing
Fiction) from the Vermont College
of Fine Arts, USA. Her most recent
works for children are Wonder Kids:
100 Children Who Grew Up to Be
Champions of Change and Kings
and Queens of India.

MYTHQU EST O MN I B US 2:
VEHICLES O F TH E G O D S
Meet a thrillin g trio of l e g e n d ar y
my t h olo g ic a l chara c te rs !
Nandi, the fearless guardian deity of Shiva's abode,
who could swiftly gore powerful asuras to death.
Garuda, the majestic devourer of snakes, who
carried Lord Vishnu during his great battles against
powerful enemies.
Airavata, the mighty white elephant and Lord
Indra's magnificent mount, who could create rain
and make any demon quake in fear.

MYTHOLOGY/CLASSICS
February 2021
B/Paperback
176 page
ISBN:

9788194657743

Ebook ISBN:

9788194657774

Rights available:

World
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MYTHQU EST O MN I B US 3 :
DIV INE CREATU R E S
Meet a thrillin g trio of ex t ra ord i n ar y
my t h olo g ic a l chara c te rs !
Jambavana, the great bear king, who led the
vanara army in its search for Sita.
Narasimha, half-man and half-lion, ferocious and
fearsome, yet a protector of those in need.

MYTHOLOGY/CLASSICS

Sheshanaga, the all-powerful and wise serpent king,
who carried the underworld on his many hoods.

176 page

February 2021
B/Paperback

ISBN:

9788194657729

Ebook ISBN:

9788194657750

Rights available:

World

MYTHQU EST O MN I B US 4:
MIGHTY A SU R AS
Meet a thrillin g trio of form i d abl e
my t h olo g ic a l chara c te rs !
Banasura, the fierce one with a thousand arms,
each carrying a different weapon.
Mahishasura, the much-feared asura who
unleashed such terror that it took Goddess Durga to
defeat him.
Mahabali, the asura who was loved by all in his
kingdom and beyond.

MYTHOLOGY/CLASSICS
February 2021
B/Paperback
176 page
ISBN:

9788194657736

Ebook ISBN:

9788194657767

Rights available:
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World

HISTORY DISHTORY

ADVENTURES AND RECIPES FROM THE PAST
R A NJ IN I RAO A N D RUCHIRA RAMANUJAM

Are. . .you ...rea dy fo r a fan t as t i c
flas h ba ck fo o dventure?
Have you ever wondered what the first meal was
on the Moon, or the last one on the Titanic? Was a
stuffed turkey actually part of the first Thanksgiving
dinner, and did Queen Marie Antoinette really say,
'Let them eat cake!' during the French Revolution?

Ranjini Rao and Ruchira Ramanujam
are two best friends who have been
reading, writing, travelling, cooking
and eating together since 2007, from
Chicago to LA to Bengaluru. Ranjini is
a writer and teacher from south India,
and Ruchira, a techie from the north.
Their first book with Hachette India
was Bookworms and Jellybellies.

Take a trip back in time to fifteen important events
in the past on the WayBack App with trivia-crazy
Siya and budding chef Sam. Discover a secret
ingredient in Sir Edmund Hillary's Camp IX tent just
before he reached the top of Mt Everest, take a peek
into the royal court at Calicut as explorer Vasco da
Gama spices up the proceedings, sniff the salt in
the air on the Dandi March with Gandhiji...and get a
taste of history like never before.
What's more, to savour the real flavour of these
adventures, try out the yummy, easy recipes
inspired by these key historical moments, sprinkled
throughout the book!
DELICIOUS COLOUR PHOTOS INSIDE!

HISTORICAL FICTION/ACTIVITY
March 2021
B/Paperback
248 pages
ISBN:

9789389253993

Ebook ISBN:

9788194657705

Rights available:

World
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GODS, GIANTS AND THE GEOGRAPHY
OF INDIA
N AL IN I RA MACH A ND RAN

I n t h e ea st , a pirate ki n g f i n d s h i s
plan s fo iled by a fo rmi d abl e force of
nature.
I n t h e n o r th, a m ajes t i c m oun t ai n
ran ge em erg es f ro m a d e m on’s
tan trum .
I n t h e west , a sea ke e ps a ci ty s afe l y
hidden in its deep wate rs .
I n t h e so u th, th e avat ar of a g od
g ives a fo rest its nam e .
Long ago, before science came up with explanations
for the events that occurred in nature, people
turned to stories to make sense of the wondrous
workings of the natural world. And so, a life-giving
stream became the gift of a goddess, a hot spring
arose from the breath of a celestial snake and a
heap of broken boulders served as a testament to a
divine battle.
Zigzagging through myths, folklore, local history
and geological theories, this extraordinary book
draws fascinating connections between ancient
tales and the science behind the spectacular
geography of India.

NON-FICTION
August 2021
B/Paperback
280 pages
ISBN:

9789391028220

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028275

Rights available:
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World

Nalini Ramachandran’s works, both
fiction and non-fiction, have appeared
in a range of formats: comics and
graphic novels, newspaper articles
and magazine features, short stories
and school textbooks, children’s books
and coffee-table books, animation
scripts and screenplays. She also
conducts workshops on creative
writing and storytelling.

DALE CARNEGIE FOR CHILDREN

SUPER SKILLS AND TOP TIPS TO HELP YOU BE THE BEST YOU CAN BE
DAL E CA RN EGI E

When Dale Carnegie, a poor boy on a farm in
Missouri, USA, wanted to learn how he could stand
out in a crowd, he decided to study successful,
influential people around him and learn the secrets
of self-confidence. When he grew up, he travelled
the world, teaching people what he had once
taught himself. So powerful and popular were his
clues to staying ahead that many thousands of
people enrolled in his unique courses and read his
books, which continue to sell millions of copies.
Amazingly easy-to-read, Dale Carnegie for Children
sparkles with stories and simple super-tips, carefully
selected for young readers from his bestselling
books. Highlighting important skill areas like
speaking well, getting others to listen to you, being
a good leader, working smoothly in a team, and
putting mistakes and setbacks behind, this book
will help you handle the everyday pressures of doing
well – and stay right on top of things.

Dale Carnegie (24 November 1888–1
November 1955) was an American
writer and behavioural expert who
wrote several bestselling books that
collectively built him as a global
phenomenon in the fields of selfimprovement, sales, corporate
training, public speaking and
interpersonal skills. His most notable
books are How to Win Friends and
Influence People and How to Stop
Worrying and Start Living.

NON-FICTION
October 2021
B/Paperback
176 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:

9789391028800
9789391028817
Indian Subcontinent,
the Middle East, South Africa,
and Australia and New Zealand
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TRUMPET CALLS

EPIC TALES OF EXTRAORDINARY ELEPHANTS
N AL IN I RA MACH A ND RAN

To s om e , elephants are t h e
g uardia ns o f fo rests; to ot h e rs , t h ey
a re s a cred symbo ls – wor t hy of be i n g
wors h ipp ed. Th ey we re com ra d e s i n -arms to kin g s an d que e n s i n on e
tim e, an d o b jec ts o f e n te r t ai n m e n t
i n an oth er.
Drawing from contemporary accounts, world history
and mythologies, this enlightening book, peppered
with fascinating facts and gorgeous illustrations,
explores the complex relationship between
elephants and humans across the ages.
Here, you will meet elephants who can fly and
vanquish nightmares, turn the tide of a battle, trek
up mountains and swim like champions, avenge
wrongs and form lifelong bonds.
Funny, joyful, often profoundly moving and
sometimes downright heartbreaking, Trumpet Calls
takes you on the wild and wondrous trail of the most
majestic creature on earth.

NON-FICTION
October 2021
B/Paperback
176 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:
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9789391028909
9789391028916
World

Nalini Ramachandran’s works,
both fiction and non-fiction, have
appeared in a range of formats:
comics and graphic novels,
newspaper articles and magazine
features, school textbooks and coffeetable books, animation scripts and
film screenplays. She is the author of
Gods, Giants and the Geography of
India (published by Hachette India)
and multiple other children’s books.

YOUNG PANDAVAS SERIES
A NU PAM A RUN ACHAL AM

T h e a ge o f h ero es is com i n g ...
BOOK 1: The City of Elephants
Nine-year-old Sahadev and his four brothers –
Yudhishthir, Bhim, Arjun and Nakul – are happy
in their little forest home, until a forgotten curse
changes their lives forever. They return as princes to
Hastinapur, a city full of riches...and secrets.

Anupam Arunachalam is a writer and
illustrator. Young Pandavas is his first
series.

BOOK 2: The School for Warriors
Arjun’s dream is finally coming true! The elders
of Hastinapur are sending the Kuru princes off to
boarding school, so that they can learn the art of
war from the legendary Guru Dronacharya.
BOOK 3: The Royal Tournament
Let the games begin! The Pandavas are all set to
graduate from Guru Dronacharya's school, having
learnt how to lead armies and wield battle magic.
Now they must display their skills in a grand
tournament before the entire kingdom!
Lively and action-packed, this illustrated
reimagining of the Mahabharata will bring alive
the fantastical world of the great Indian epic like
never before!

MYTHOLOGICAL FICTION
January 2020, February 2020, April 2021
B/Paperback
200 pages
ISBN:

9789388322836

Ebook ISBN:

9789388322843

Rights available:

World
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THE UNLISTED BOOK ONE
J U ST I NE FLYN N A N D CHRIS KUNZ

T h ey are inside yo u r h ea d .
There's nothing Dru Sharma fears more than the
dentist. So when his school runs a compulsory
dental check-up, Dru convinces his identical twin,
Kal, to take his spot.
What the twins don't realize is that the check-up
has been initiated by Infinity Group, a mysterious
organization aiming to control the hearts, minds
and bodies of the world's youth. Using high-tech
electronic implants, Infinity plans to create an army
of young soldiers who can be manipulated to obey
any order.
With Dru 'Unlisted' and outside Infinity's control,
it's a race against time to uncover the truth of
the operation. Alongside a group of underground
vigilante teens, Dru and Kal will have to do whatever
it takes to thwart Infinity's sinister plans before it's
too late.

FICTION
August 2021
B/Paperback
192 pages
ISBN:

9788194715320

Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:

9788194715375
Indian Subcontinent
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Justine Flynn has worked in film and
television for 18 years in roles such
as directing, producing, acquisitions,
writing and development. She now
works as an independent executive
producer under her own company,
Buster Productions.
Chris Kunz is a writer, editor and
publisher who works across the TV,
film and publishing industries. She
has written and script-edited for
children’s television, and has worked
at various publishing houses, where
she has been an editor and
children’s publisher.

THE UNLISTED BOOK TWO - REBELLION
J U ST I NE FLYN N A N D CHRIS KUNZ

Res is ta n ce w ill n o t be tol e rate d .
A routine dental check-up in identical twins
Dru and Kal Sharma's school turns out to have evil
designs. It has been orchestrated by Infinity Group,
a mysterious organization aiming to manipulate
the world's youth through high-tech
electronic implants.
Taking Dru's place at the session, Kal is implanted
twice, while Dru joins the ranks of 'Unlisted' vigilante
teens outside Infinity's control. Now it's up to the
brothers to infiltrate the headquarters of the
sinister corporation to try and uncover what
they are planning.

Justine Flynn has worked in film and
television for 18 years in roles such
as directing, producing, acquisitions,
writing and development. She now
works as an independent executive
producer under her own company,
Buster Productions.
Chris Kunz is a writer, editor and
publisher who works across the TV,
film and publishing industries. She
has written and script-edited for
children’s television, and has worked
at various publishing houses, where
she has been an editor and
children’s publisher.

Rebel groups of the Unlisted are emerging across
the globe, ready to rise up. But Infinity is one step
ahead, and they have an army of teens under their
influence.
The Unlisted are in more danger than ever.

FICTION
August 2021
B/Paperback
176 pages
ISBN:

9788194715382

Ebook ISBN:

9788194715399

Rights available:
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THE UNLISTED BOOK THREE - SABOTAGE
J U ST I NE FLYN N A N D CHRIS KUNZ

T h e t im e is n ow.
A dental check-up at identical twins Dru and Kal
Sharma's school turns out to be a worldwide effort
by the mysterious Infinity Group to create a pliable
band of young soldiers, using high-tech electronic
implants. Going in place of his brother, Kal gets
implanted twice while Dru becomes one of the
'Unlisted', a group of teen vigilantes in hiding.
The Unlisted can't trust anyone. Along with the
twins, they've evaded Infinity Group by sticking
together. But with Kal increasingly under the control
of Infinity, it seems like he's no longer on their side.
As Infinity Group's power grows stronger, the
Unlisted realize they can no longer stay in the
shadows. They will have to do everything they can to
sabotage Infinity's mind-control technology.

FICTION
August 2021
B/Paperback
176 pages
ISBN:

9788194715337

Ebook ISBN:

9788194715344

Rights available:
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Justine Flynn has worked in film and
television for 18 years in roles such
as directing, producing, acquisitions,
writing and development. She now
works as an independent executive
producer under her own company,
Buster Productions.
Chris Kunz is a writer, editor and
publisher who works across the TV,
film and publishing industries. She
has written and script-edited for
children’s television, and has worked
at various publishing houses, where
she has been an editor and
children’s publisher.

THE HAPPINESS TRAIN
N AN D IN I N AYA R

Suraj an d Ra dha n eve r kn ow wh e n
th e colou r fu l ‘Hap pin e s s Trai n’ wi l l
ch ug into th eir villa ge , offe ri n g
th em a w h o le n ew worl d of fun an d
e n ch an tm ent!

Nandini Nayar is the award-winning
author of more than 50 books for
children of all ages. She has written
more than two dozen picture books,
and chapter books and novels for
older children.

‘Trains and tracks are evil,’ says Amma, ‘they carry
people away.’ But this train’s musical whistle, the
gorgeous pictures on the coaches, and its promise
of faraway exciting lands and the Raja who owns
them – all make Suraj eager to leave his humdrum
life at home and set out on adventures.
Ignoring Radha’s warnings, he secretly boards
the train.
Soon Suraj realizes that things are not as they seem
and that he and the other runaway boys– Murali,
Chhotu and Asad – are being carted away on a dark,
dangerous mission. With no hope of escaping, they
are close to giving up when help arrives from an
unexpected quarter.
Is there a mysterious person on the train who can
help them? How is the Raja connected with the
train? Has Radha forgotten all about Suraj? And
does he finally get what he is looking for? Find
out in this unusual story about family, friends, and
discovering new routes to happiness and home.

FICTION
September 2021
B/Paperback
176 pages
ISBN:

9789391028114

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028121

Rights available:

World
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THE MIDNIGHT YEARS
JA NE DE SU ZA A N D SANG ITA UNNI

On e n ight is all it take s .
A party turns into a nightmare for four teenagers.
Alisha guards a secret that will shatter those who
know her.
Sharad is crushed under his family’s expectations.
Good little Ruhi makes a single mistake that will
come back to haunt her.
And AK is let down disastrously by those he trusts
the most.
As they struggle through this pitch-black time in
their lives, they must make life-changing choices
that could hurl them backwards, or help them claw
towards the light.

FICTION
October 2021
B/Paperback
232 pages
ISBN:
Ebook ISBN:
Rights available:
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9788194715306
9788194715313
World

Jane De Suza’s books have hit both
award and bestselling lists. She
is a management graduate from
XLRI, was creative director across
advertising agencies, is a columnist
with a national daily, and currently
lives in Singapore with her family.
Sangita Unni is a psychologist who
lives in Bengaluru and has been
a practising counsellor for over a
decade. She was the director of
Lyftly India, and in 2020 launched
Lyftly Minds, and has launched Lyftly
Minds, an app that promotes holistic
emotional wellness, focused on the
youth of our country.

SAVI AND THE MEMORY KEEPER
B IJAL VACCH A RA JANI

I f S avi were to m ake a l i s t of t h i n g s
th at we re th e ab so lu te wors t ,
m ov in g to Shaja rpu r woul d be ri g h t
o n top. Well, rig ht af te r t h e poi n t
a bout missin g h er fat h e r. An d d eat h .
An d h er n ew sch o o l, wi t h t h e m os t
st uck-u p o f classmate s .
Worse, she is now part of an eco club in which
they make fun of her for not having enough green
gyaan. And those stuck-up classmates seem to be
her new friends.

Bijal Vachharajani is the former
editor of Time Out Bengaluru and
currently a commissioning editor at
Pratham Books. She has a Masters in
Environment Security and Peace from
the University for Peace. Part of the
Abhiyan Library movement, she is now
a certified climate worrier. She is the
winner of the AutHer Award for the
Best Children’s Book in 2020.

Wait, what? How did that happen?
But Savi is too busy figuring out why in the world
she, a certified brown thumb, is suddenly able to
talk to us (her plants) and to the ginormous ficus
tree, whose heartwood seems full of secrets.
Funny, thoughtful and deeply moving, this is a story
of loss, climate change and the magical power of...
Ahem. Actually, why don’t we just let Savi tell it now?

FICTION
November 2021
B/Paperback
248 pages
ISBN:

9789391028015

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028091

Rights available:
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100 GREAT CHRONICLES OF
INDIAN HISTORY

2 02 2

FROM CAVE PAINTINGS TO THE CONSTITUTION
N AL IN I RA MACH A ND RAN

A s ign b oa rd f ro m th e m os t a d van ce d
c ivilizatio n in th e an ci e n t worl d
T h e los t n o tebo o ks of a
mat h ema tic a l g eniu s
A lin e on a m ap that d i v i d e d a
coun t r y into two
Read about these and 97 other amazing documents
– from stone inscriptions, palm-leaf and papyrus
manuscripts, clay tablets and copper plate
engravings to patents, posters, letters, journals,
maps and much, much more – that will take you
on an extraordinary tour of India’s fascinating past.
Dip into an adventurer’s diary to find out what it was
like to spend a day at the Mughal court. Refer to a
centuries-old guidebook for stage performance tips.
Marvel at the exquisite illustrations adorning the
pages of a conqueror’s scrapbook. These invaluable
relics offer rare glimpses and insights into events
that shaped the course of India’s kaleidoscopic
journey, uncovering little-known details, colourful
stories and a collage of cultures.

NON-FICTION
January 2022
B/Paperback
344 pages
ISBN:

9789391028763

Ebook ISBN:

9789391028770

Rights available:
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World

Gayathri Ponvannan is the author
of many children’s books, including
Unstoppable and 501 Facts Factory:
Amazing Space Mysteries and Marvels,
both published by Hachette India. Her
works have also appeared in several
leading newspapers, magazines and
anthologies. She especially enjoys
introducing children to the wonderful
worlds of science, history, stories
and mysteries.
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All you need to do is crack the 99 fundamental –
and fun – life skills outlined in this book, and
win all the 24 Merit Badges and 4 Shields inside.
The best part? You compete only with yourself !
By the time you’re through, you will own skills
as diverse as growing your own veggies in a
Square Foot Garden to petitioning for change in
your community, making a cup of chai to setting
up a sickroom, launching your own business
to telling time by the position of the moon!
Written by bestselling author Roopa Pai
in her unmatchable style, this book packs in
99 simple but vital techniques that will enable you to
be a hero to yourself – and a role model to your peers.

Are. You. READY!?
Cover design by Tara Upadhyay
Illustrations by Mistunee Chowdhury
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THE MONK AND THE REFORMER
EDITED BY ANU KUMAR

‘In the battle for liberty, fear is the one unforgivable sin’
She always wanted to be wild and free like the birds, but she became much
more: the Bulbul-e-Hind or the Nightingale of India. A child prodigy,
Sarojini Naidu née Chattopadhyay grew to be so fearless and gifted that she
was an example to all. Gopal Krishna Gokhale led her to devote her song
and speech, thought and dreams to ‘the Motherland’ and she never wavered
in leading or following the cause, right into jail several times. Wise, lyrical
and feisty, Sarojini Naidu brought intelligence, energy and intensity to the
independence movement. She was the first woman to become President of
the Indian National Congress, and later the Governor of Uttar Pradesh.
Her frequent ill health never subdued her spirit. Her irreverence was
legendary – she was the one who gave Mahatma Gandhi the endearing
nickname of ‘Mickey Mouse’. A staunch patriot, a unique poet, an efficient
administrator, a progressive reformer and a women’s activist, she was hailed
as a fiery public speaker. It is not surprising then that Women’s Day in India
is celebrated on the birthday of Sarojini Naidu, a heroine then, and an
inspiration now and forever.
This book brings together her outstanding work and words, and highlights
the main tenets of her life. From her stellar role in the difficult times she
lived in, you too can learn to be a little bit like Sarojini Naidu.
PLUS
•Flipbook-action page corner for a touch of fun
•Timeline: A chronology of Sarojini Naidu’s life
•Bonus Poems: 15 memorable poems from the treasures of her poetry
Series cover design by Anand Naorem
Cover design and illustrations by Madhav Tankha
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WHAT SAROJINI NAIDU DID, WHAT SAROJINI NAIDU SAID

WHAT SWAMI VIVEKANANDA DID
WHAT SWAMI VIVEKANANDA SAID

ISBN:
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Rights:

SAROJINI NAIDU: THE NIGHTINGALE AND THE FREEDOM FIGHTER

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA: THE MONK AND THE REFORMER
W HAT S WA M I V I V E KA NA N DA DI D, W HAT S WA M I V I V E KA NA N DA S A I D

SWAMI VI VEKANANDA

ISBN:

World

SAR O JI NI N AI D U
WHAT SAROJINI NAIDU DID, WHAT SAROJINI NAIDU SAID

THE NIGHTI NGALE AND
THE FREEDOM FIGHTER
EDITED BY ANU KUMAR
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